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ABSTRACT
In order to search across factual knowledge and content expli-
cated using different data formats this paper leverages a generic
data model (schema) that transforms keyword-based retrieval mod-
els and queries toknowledge-oriented models andsemantically-
expressive queries. As each of the transformed retrieval models
capitalises on a specific evidence space (term, classification, rela-
tionship and attribute), we demonstrate two possible combinations
of these spaces, namely macro-based or micro-based. For bare
keyword-based queries we demonstrate how the data model can
be used to augment the queries with classifications, relationships,
etc. that reflect the underlying constraints and objects found in the
heterogeneous knowledge bases. Using the IMDb benchmark the
results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the instanti-
ated retrieval models and the query reformulation process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis
and Indexing; H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Re-
trieval Models

General Terms
Design, Theory, Algorithms

Keywords
Knowledge Representation, Semantic Retrieval, DB+IR

1. INTRODUCTION
Information extraction techniques such as those mentioned in

[31] have been successfully applied to textual and semi-structured
Web sources like Wikipedia to build large-scale “knowledge bases”
such as YAGO [35]. These knowledge bases typically contain
entities (e.g. people, locations, movies, etc.) and relationships
(e.g. bornIn, actedIn, hasGenre, etc.).
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These automatically generated knowledge bases can be inte-
grated with content-based resources and used to develop a more
semantic-aware search experience that affects query representa-
tion, retrieval models and result presentation [36]. For example,
with the help of semantic annotations, more semantic-aware vari-
ants of the traditional text-only retrieval models can be developed
to directly retrieve objects such as actors and locations instead of
just documents or document elements [5].

The search process therefore becomes more diverse and com-
plex as entities and relationships explicated by the knowledge
bases are considered, in addition to text. However, the increas-
ingly broad range of information extraction tools (and outputs)
such as ASSERT [24], microformats such “geo” and “hAtom” and
RDF/RDFa markup, poses several considerations to the search pro-
cess [20, 8]. Firstly, when a new data format is introduced, it
needs to bequickly integrated into a standard representation and
exploited alongside the existing formats. Secondly, these tools and
outputs alongside the data representation need to be exploited for
retrieval. Specifically, if there is a representation that combines dif-
ferent types of data including content, how can it be searchedeffec-
tively? Thirdly, a facility, preferably (semi-)automatic, is required
so that the formulated keyword-based queries which search across
the heterogeneous knowledge bases aresemantically-expressive,
i.e. the queries reflect the underlying objects, attributes, relation-
ships, etc. [15, 2, 11].

This paper attempts to address these challenges. It utilises agen-
eral purpose data model (schema) to represent facts (e.g. entities
and their relationships) and content knowledge (e.g. text in doc-
uments) in one congruent framework [3]. The data model guides
the process of integrating different types of knowledge from dif-
ferent data sources. That is, once populated with data, the schema
provides a facility toquickly create mashups by eschewing syn-
tactical constraints and before further data cleansing takes place at
application-specific layers.

To address the second challenge, the paper demonstrates a family
of retrieval models that draw upon this data model and that canef-
fectively exploit the consolidated data. The tight coupling between
the data model and the retrieval models leads to models that sup-
port constraint-checking and ranking with respect to classifications,
relationships and attributes, as well as terms (text). As such, the
output of information extraction tools and different markups can be
instantly incorporated into the retrieval process and reasoned upon.

With regard to query formulation, we extend the methods pro-
posed by [11, 17] to the knowledge representation used herein. In-
stead of reformulating the query according to a particular data for-
mat (e.g. XML and RDF), we propose a more conceptual approach.
Similar to how the retrieval models are instantiated, the query re-
formulation process is coupled with the data model. This enables



the query to be reformulated and enhanced with classifications, re-
lationships and attributesindependently from the data format.
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Figure 1: A Schema-Driven Approach for Knowledge-Oriented
Retrieval and Query Formulation

Figure 1 demonstrates the schema-driven search process with the
data model (schema) being the the core component. The schema
relates “data” and “keyword-based query” to “knowledge” and
“knowledge-based query” representation. On one side of the fig-
ure the explicated factual knowledge is mapped to the data model
and coupled with the content resources. On the other side, the data
model transforms the keyword-based query to a semantically ex-
pressive query. This can be performed either manually as the user
expresses the query using the underlying semantic information or
automatically through a mapping process which maps a query term
to its corresponding class, relationship or attribute. The two repre-
sentations (knowledge and query representation) are matched by
the knowledge-oriented retrieval models that support constraint-
checking and ranking with respect to the underlying data model and
its components (classifications, relationships, attributes and terms).

The semantic information which is used in this paper to show-
case the knowledge-oriented retrieval models and queries is pri-
marily explicated using XML and a shallow parser (see Figure 2).
However, since these models and queries are instantiated using a
schema, they are independent of the underlying physical data rep-
resentation. Thus, other data formats such as microformats and
RDF can be incorporated into the aforementioned search process.

We hypothesise that this stepwise process, which consists of rep-
resenting knowledge, constructing the retrieval models, reformu-
lating the queries and obtaining the results, can improve keyword-
based search over heterogeneous knowledge bases.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
outlines the related work. Section 3 discusses the data model and
demonstrates how the data is represented. Section 4 provides the
definition of the keyword-based retrieval model and presents its se-
mantic variants which exploit the underlying representation. Sec-
tion 5 demonstrates how keyword-based queries are transformed to
more semantically-expressive queries. Our hypothesis is supported
by Section 6, which discusses the results of the experiments. A
summary of the paper and contributions can be found in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
The proposed knowledge-oriented retrieval models are akin to

retrieval models used in structured (XML) document retrieval in
that they are based on combining different evidence spaces such
as sections (section-frequency of a term) and titles, in addition to

the usual spaces, namely documents (document-frequency). These
different spaces can be combined in numerous ways. One can dif-
ferentiate between two types of models: variants of the so-called
probabilistic model (BM25), such as [27] and [18]; and variants of
language modelling [23], such as [33] and [22]. Moreover, one can
distinguish between models that aggregate evidence about terms
and models that aggregate scores (e.g. passage retrieval [7]).

In semantic retrieval, structural elements can be utilised to esti-
mate the relevance of an object. Unlike in structured document re-
trieval, structural elements bear a semantic meaning (e.g. actor and
team in Figure 2). For example, [17] extend [22] to demonstrate
how varying weights for different semantic elements across query
terms can improve retrieval performance. Evidence associated with
semantic annotations in the form of linguistic structures is also used
in semantic retrieval, especially in question answering applications.
[39] and [5] propose ranking answer-bearing sentences to questions
by incorporating the semantic annotations in both the sentences and
queries into the retrieval process. In both, the semantic annotations
are comprised of only “semantic predicates”.

Semantic annotations expressed in the form of Resource
Description Framework (RDF) graphs, referred to as entity-
relationship (ER) graphs, are also used as ranking criteria. These
graphs are used as a source of evidence to construct graph-based
ranking models and queries for retrieving semantic objects. For ex-
ample, BANKS [4] covers important issues with respect to graph
search and ranked retrieval on graphs. Nevertheless, the approach
does not fully exploit the inherent semantics of entities and ex-
plicit relationships in the ER graphs as in [16] and [11]. These
two approaches propose language modelling variants for ranking
the results of keyword-augmented graph-pattern queries over ER
graphs and make effective use of the explicit nature of the ER
graphs. However, the proposed variantsonly utilise the annotated
entities and relationships to answer the queries and do not com-
bine other sources of evidence such as full-text and/or structural
elements. In other words, one cannot incorporate context, such
as term occurrences in documents, during ranking. Additionally,
the schema-driven approach used in this paper provides the means
to instantiateany probabilistic retrieval model and does not argue
for a tailored model or query language. Using different retrieval
models without having to change the external application or the
query language maintains the desired flexibility when implement-
ing knowledge-oriented retrieval systems. Another approach that
utilises graph-based evidence for semantic ranking is [38]. This
approach exploits evidence from “entity containment graphs" and
a web search engine to compute the relevance of different entities.
However, it is only applicable to entity ranking.

Other related approaches include [9] and [14]. Both propose us-
ing database-like technology to implement retrieval models. The
former approach presents an array data model to abstract away from
the physical details of retrieval. The latter approach integrates re-
gion algebra and language modelling for structured document re-
trieval into a framework that allows developers to define complex
models for different applications.

More database-oriented approaches include custom-built rela-
tional systems for storing semantic data such as triple stores [13,
21], property table stores [37] and horizontal stores [1, 34]. How-
ever, independent benchmarking projects [6, 32] have shown that
no system dominates and that there remains room for developing
new techniques for storing and querying semantic data.

The concepts employed herein build upon some of the afore-
mentioned research and theoretical foundations laid by [10] and
[25]. The contribution of this paper is to leverage such concepts for
knowledge-oriented retrieval and query formulation.



3. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
This section describes the data and the representation behind the

knowledge-oriented retrieval models.

<movie id="329191" title="Gladiator" year="2000" genre="action">

<plot> When a [ARG1 general] is [TARGET betrayed by ] a 
[ARG0 prince] ... </plot>

</movie>

Russell Crowe </actor> <actor>

Ridley Scott<team> </team>

Figure 2: An Example of an IMDb movie and its semantic
structures identified using XML and ASSERT

The XML-based representation and the semantic annotations
generated using a shallow parser are illustrated in Figure 2.
To represent the explicated factual knowledge and content, we
utilise the relational implementation of the ProbabilisticObject-
Relational Content Model [3]. The relational schema, referred to
as the ProbabilisticObject-Relational Content Model, consists of
the following relations: “term(Term,Context)", “term_doc(Term,
Context)", “classification(ClassName, Object, Context)", “re-
lationship(RelshipName, Subject, Object, Context)" and “at-
tribute(AttrName, Object, Value, Context)". These relations are
more generally referred to aspropositions and Term, ClassName,
RelshipName and AttrName are referred to aspredicates (a speci-
fication originating from terminological logics [19]).

The term-based relations (“term" and “term_doc"), depicted in
Figure 3, model term-oriented representations, which are com-
monly used in traditional IR application. The “term" relation stores
the parsed text and the context within which the text was found.
The context represents the location information, which in this case
is stored as a path, expressed in XPath1. Figure 3 also shows that
the context can be expressed using Uri’s such as “russell_crowe”
and “prince_241” (for presentation purposes we only show the
URN of the uniform resource identifier). However, since the ex-
ample and the evaluation benchmark are based on XML, we pri-
marily express the context using XPath. The relation “term_doc" is
derived from the “term" relation. This relation maintains only the
root context of each term-element pair, which helps to propagate
the content knowledge found in the children contexts to the parent.

The classification, relationship and attribute relations represent
object-class, subject-object and object-value associations. These
relations are necessary to model the object-oriented concepts and
factual knowledge in general. Figure 4 shows the transition from
the standard object-relational model (ORM) towards the object-
relationalcontent model (ORCM). To indicate the wider applica-
bility of the schema-driven approach, the schema design step in-
cludes special relations to model aggregation (“part_of") and in-
heritance (“is_a"). Further discussion of these relations is beyond
the scope of this paper. In similar approaches, such as terminologi-
cal logic [19], there are only concepts (classes) and roles (relation-
ships), and these are monadic and dyadic predicates, respectively.
The ORCM schema, however, adds “terms”, and the attribute “con-
text”. As such, content is viewed as a separate concept from the
concepts of traditional object-oriented modelling which helps to
describe it in a more formal and knowledge-oriented way.

On the information need side, the data model can enrich query
representation. This facilitates the expression of more complex
and expressive representations of information needs. As such, the
matching process is transformed from a one-step matching process

1http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath

term
Term Context

gladiator 329191/title[1]
2000 329191/year[1]
russell 329191/actor[1]
roman 329191/plot[1]
... ...

(a) Term propositions in ele-
ment contexts

term_doc
Term Context

gladiator 329191
2000 329191
russell 329191
roman 329191
... ...

(b) Term propositions
in root contexts

classification
ClassName Object Context

actor russell_crowe 329191
prince prince_241 329191
... ... ...

(c) Classification propositions in root con-
texts

relationship
RelshipName Subject Object Context

betrayedBy general_13 prince_241 329191/plot[1]
... ... ... ...

(d) Relationship propositions in element contexts

attribute
AttrName Object Value Context

title 329191/title[1] “Gladiator" 329191
year 329191/year[1] “2000” 329191
... ... ... ...

(e) Attribute propositions in root contexts

Figure 3: The Probabilistic Object-Relational Content Model
Representing a Movie: Ellipses indicate that some data have
been omitted. The location where different elements occur are
stored as paths, expressed in XPath. For readability we use a
simplified syntax, e.g., “329191/title[1]” points to the attribute
describing a movie’s title.

into a multistep matching process that joins knowledge representa-
tions with the enriched query representations. This results in a more
powerful and complex matching process that truly exploits differ-
ent types of evidence to achieve more effective search. The method
to automatically transfer a keyword-based query to a semantically-
expressive one is discussed in Section 5.

4. KNOWLEDGE-ORIENTED
RETRIEVAL MODELS

This section introduces the instantiated retrieval models based
on the schema. Each instantiation is based on one of the schema’s
pillars (term, classification, relationships and attributes). We first
demonstrate the traditionalterm-oriented TF-IDF retrieval model
and then discuss how this keyword-based model is transformed us-
ing the schema to a semantically-aware retrieval model.

4.1 Term-based Retrieval

DEFINITION 1. TF-IDF RSV:
The TF-IDF term weight is a combination of TF and IDF values.

wTF-IDF(t, d, q) := TF(t, d) · TF(t, q) · IDF(t) (1)



relationship(RelshipName, Subject, Object)
attribute(AttrName, Object, Value)
classification(ClassName, Object)
part_of(SubObject, SuperObject)
is_a(SubClass, SuperClass)

(a) Object-Relational Model (ORM)

relationship(RelshipName, Subject, Object,Context)
attribute(AttrName, Object, Value,Context)
classification(ClassName, Object,Context)
part_of(SubObject, SuperObject)
is_a(SubClass, SuperClass,Context)
term(Term, Context)

(b) Object-Relational Content Model (ORCM)

Figure 4: Schema Design Step: From the Object-Relational Model to the Object-Relational Content Model

The retrieval status value (RSV) is the sum over the TF-IDF
weights.

RSVTF-IDF(d, q) :=
∑

t∈d∩q

wTF-IDF(t, d, q) (2)

TF(t, d) is the within-document term frequency component,
and it can be set to one of the following: the total frequency
tfd := nL(t, d) wherenL(t, d) is the number oflocations (hence
subscriptL) in a documentd at which termt occurs; the BM25-
motivated quantificationtfd/(tfd + Kd) whereKd is a normali-
sation factor reflecting the document length and is usually propor-
tional to the pivoted document length (pivdl := dl / avgdl), which
is higher for long documents than for shorter ones.
IDF(t) is the inverse document frequency component. This

can be the negative logarithm of the term probabilityPD(t|c) :=
nD(t, c)/ND(c). Here, nD(t, c) is the number ofDocuments
in which termt occurs in collectionc, usually denoted as docu-
ment frequencydf(t, c) := nD(t, c). ND(c) is the total num-
ber of Documents. IDF(t) can also be normalised, for example,
idf(t)/maxidf. This corresponds to the logarithm to baseND(c),
since usually the maximum idf value is maxidf:=−log 1/ND(c).
The normalised IDF is also referred to as the probability of “being
informative", where the probability that a term will occur is equal to
the probability that it will not be informative in maxidf trials [28].

The definition is based on the one given in [30] and some of
its probabilistic and information-theoretic interpretations proposed
in [28, 26]. The setting of theTF(t, d) to the BM25-motivated
quantification and the probabilistic interpretation of the IDF-based
estimates are the settings used for the experiments in Section 6.

4.2 Basic Semantic Retrieval Models
The following definition captures the general form of the

knowledge-oriented retrieval models.

DEFINITION 2. General Form of the Retrieval Models: Let X
be a predicate type, i.e. X := T for terms, X := C for class
names, X := R for relationship names and X := A for attribute
names. Let d be a document2 and q be a query and both contain
terms, class names, relationship names, etc.

RSVX-Model-pred(d, q) :=
∑

x∈X(d∩q)

wX-Model(x, d, q)

The definition builds onwTF-IDF (Equation 2). The following
instantiations illustrate how the general form is specialised with
respect to the predicate type, which results in term, class, relation-
ship and attribute-based models: [TCRA]-IDF. For a readable for-
mulation, we allow type-aware functions, e.g.IDF(t) is IDF over

2Hered represents the conventional notion of the context as a doc-
ument. However, the context can be a local passage, a movie, a
database tuple, etc. See Figure 3 for examples of different contexts.

Terms,IDF(a) is IDF over Attributes, etc., and similarlyAF(a, d)
corresponds to attribute frequency,CF(c, d) is class frequency, etc.

DEFINITION 3. [TCRA]F-IDF Retrieval Models:

RSVTF-IDF(d, q) :=
∑

t∈T (d∩q)

TF(t, d) · TF(t, q) · IDF(t) (3)

RSVCF-IDF(d, q) :=
∑

c∈C(d∩q)

CF(c, d) · CF(c, q) · IDF(c) (4)

RSVRF-IDF(d, q) :=
∑

r∈R(d∩q)

RF(r, d) · RF(r, q) · IDF(r) (5)

RSVAF-IDF(d, q) :=
∑

a∈A(d∩q)

AF(a, d) ·AF(a, q) · IDF(a) (6)

The term-, classification-, relationship- and attribute-based mod-
els are referred to as basic models because they are based on one of
the predicate types. Models that combine the RSV’s of models are
referred to as macro models, and models that combine parameters
on the level of predicates are referred to as micro models (both are
discussed in the following sections).

Other instantiations based on the general form that are spe-
cialised with respect topropositions as opposed to predicate types
are possible. The proposition-based retrieval models are identi-
cal in form to the predicate-based ones. However, the frequency
counts of “full propositions” is the statistical evidence used rather
than the frequency counts of the predicate names. For exam-
ple, in predicate-based classification retrieval we count the num-
ber of times an object X is classified as an “actor”; however, in
proposition-based classification retrieval the number of times the
object “russell_crowe” is classified as an “actor” is counted. In this
paper, we only demonstrate the predicate-based retrieval models.

TF-IDF is used in this paper because the results suggest that in
the case of the IMDb collection the retrieval performance of TF-
IDF with the special setting ofTF(t, d) to the BM25-motivated
quantification is quite similar to the performance of the BM25 re-
trieval model. This does not exclude the fact that an attribute-,
class-, relationship-based BM25 and language modelling (LM) can
be instantiated from the schema [3]. However, in the case of BM25,
for example, we will need to tune theb andk1 parameters for each
predicate type and then re-tune for each possible combination of
the predicates which results in a very large parameter space. The
TF-IDF, on the other hand, does not require any parameter tuning
which makes it a more appealing candidate to showcase the feasi-
bility of our approach.

4.3 Combined Semantic Retrieval Models
This section introduces two possible approaches to combining

the basic semantic retrieval models.

4.3.1 Macro Models



Macro models are additive models, where the ranking is mod-
elled by estimating the score of each basic predicate-based model
independently and then combining the scores in a suitable way. The
combination is performed using a weighted linear addition.

The following set of definitions illustrates the canonical form of
the macro models.X is a set of predicates (term, class name, rela-
tionship name and attribute name), andwX denotes the weighting
parameter for each predicate.

DEFINITION 4. XF-IDF Macro Model:

RSVXF-IDF-macro(d, q) :=
∑

X∈{T,C,R,A}

wX · RSVXF-IDF(d, q) (7)

The retrieval process consists of the following steps:

1. For each query term a ranked list of corresponding mappings
(semantic predicates such as classes, attributes and relation-
ships) is produced, e.g. query term “brad” is mapped to “ac-
tor” (see Section 5 for further details).

2. The document space is determined by selecting all the docu-
ments that contain at least one query term.

3. For allX ∈ {T,C,R,A} the score of each document is
calculated and the total score is computed using Definition 4.
The weights of the mappings are used as the query weights in
Equation 4 (CF(c, q)), Equation 5 (RF(r, q)) and Equation 6
(AF(a, q)).

The following provides an example of how macro models are
leveraged. A query such as “action movie about a general who is
betrayed by a prince” can be logically formulated in terms of the
used knowledge representation as follows:

# action general prince betray
?− movie(M) & M.genre("action") &

M[ general(X) & prince(Y) & X.betrayedBy(Y) ];

This formulation is based on the Probabilistic Object-Oriented
Logic (POOL) proposed in [29, 12]. To process the query in
a macro-based way, for each query term (e.g. action) a term-
based retrieval model is used to estimate the initial probabili-
ties. Next, the corresponding predicate (e.g. M.genre("action"))
re-ranks the initial set of results using the appropriate basic seman-
tic retrieval model (e.g. attribute-based). For example, for query
terms, “general prince betray”, and their corresponding predicates,
M[general(X)], M[prince(Y)] and M[X.betrayedBy(Y)], the class-
based and relationship-based models are used to perform the re-
ranking.

4.3.2 Micro Models
There are certainly several possible ways to combine predicate

spaces in a micro way. A simple way to construct the joined space
is to unite all the predicates (attribute names, relationship names,
class names and terms) into one single non-normalised relation.
Afterwards, query to document matching can take place and prob-
abilities and frequencies can be estimated and aggregated. Another
approach is for the micro models to first estimate the probabilities
for each query term and its corresponding predicate andthen to
combine the weights. The combination of the scores is similar to
the macro model in Definition 4. However, the probability esti-
mation in Equations 4, 5 and 6 is constrained by the result of the
mapping process.

Similar to the retrieval process for the macro models, each query
term is mapped to classes, attributes and relationships. For exam-
ple, a weighted list of classes is produced for each query term that

indicates the probability of the query term belonging to a particu-
lar classification. The document space is determined by selecting
all the documents that contain at least one of the query terms. To
calculate the total score for each document, the score for each pred-
icate type is estimated. Unlike the macro model, in micro models
the document space for each predicate type is constrained by the re-
sults of the mapping process. For example, where a particular term
is mapped to a particular classification, only documents that con-
tain this classification are considered and for the other documents
the weight of the term is zero. For a term that is mapped to a clas-
sification, an attribute or a relationship, the documents that contain
that relation areboosted in proportion to the mapping weight and
predicate score of the term in those documents.

5. QUERY FORMULATION
This section describes how the mappings between the query

terms and the predicates are deduced. In particular, we demon-
strate how keyword-based queries are mapped using the schema to
more semantically-expressive queries.

To exploit the proposed retrieval models, while ensuring that
users can express their information needs using keyword-based
queries, we use the schema to develop a query reformulation pro-
cess that automatically enriches queries with semantic constraints.
This process, which is inspired by [17], generates semantically-
expressive queries without the need for manual query formulation.

5.1 Class and Attribute Names
In the case of class- and attribute-based retrieval models, we map

each query term to the top-k corresponding class or attribute names
(element types). For example, for a query such as “fight brad pitt"
and assuming a sample data formatted as

<movie><title>Fight ... </ title ><actor>Brad Pitt </ actor></movie>

the inferred top-1 attribute/class name would be “title" for query
term “fight" and “actor" for query terms “brad" and “pitt". These
class and attribute names are instantly pulled out of the index. The
probability of the mapping between a query term and an class/at-
tribute name is estimated using the number of mappings between
a term and a class/attribute name divided by the total number of
mappings in the index. The intuition behind the mapping is that if
a term occurs frequently within a certain element type then the term
is more likely to be “characterised” by that particular type [17].

We manually classified all the terms of the 40 queries used in the
experiments according to the available classes and attributes in the
collection and evaluated the mapping process for these queries. In
the class mapping, top-1, top-2 and top-3 mappings achieved72%,
90% and100% accuracy, respectively. In the attribute mapping,
90% and100% accuracy was achieved by selecting top-1 and top-
2 mappings.

5.2 Relationship Names
A mapping method is also used for the relationship-based re-

trieval model. Given a query term, the mapping process infers
whether a term is a predicate (“RelshipName”) or a subject/object
of a particular predicate. If the term is mapped to a predicate, then
that predicate constitutes one of the mappings. However, if the term
is mapped to a subject/object then we determine the corresponding
predicate for that particular subject/object.

In greater detail, the probability (weight) of a term being mapped
to predicate/subject/object is based on the frequency of each term
within a particular context (e.g. the “plot” field). This probability
is calculated using the “relationship” relation (Figure 3). For ex-
ample, the term “betrayed by” occurs frequently in the context plot



MAP Diff %
TF-IDF Baseline (Section 4.1) 46.88 -

wTerm wClassName wRelshipName wAttrName

XF-IDF Macro Model (Section 4.3.1) 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 47.36 +01.02%
0.5 0.5 0 0 38.13 -18.66%
0.5 0 0 0.5 57.98† +23.67%
0.5 0 0.5 0 46.81 -0.001%

wTerm wClassName wRelshipName wAttrName

XF-IDF Micro Model (Section 4.3.2) 0.5 0.2 0 0.3 53.74 +14.63%
0.5 0.5 0 0 43.98 -06.18%
0.5 0 0 0.5 53.88† +14.93%
0.5 0 0.5 0 46.88 ±0%

Table 1: The best model in each combination isitalicised; best overall model is in bold; results that are statistically significant above
the baseline (p < 0.05) are denoted by†, as determined by a signed t-test.

as a predicate, i.e. the relationship name (“RelshipName”). Conse-
quently, the term “betrayed by” is most likely a relationship name
as opposed to being a subject or an object. On the other hand, if the
probability of a term being a relationship name islower than it be-
ing a subject or an object, then the query term is associated with the
most frequent predicate(s) that occurs with this subject or object.
For example, in the plot in Figure 2 the query term “general_13” is
a subject, and the most frequent predicate associated with it is “be-
trayed by”. Overall, the result of the relationship names mapping
is a list of weighted predicates which are associated with a subject
or an object. The query term and its top-k mappings are used for
relationship-based retrieval.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The purpose of the evaluation is to investigate how well the in-

stantiated knowledge-oriented retrieval models perform and to as-
sess the feasibility of the query reformulation method. The re-
sults show the effectiveness of the instantiated models compared
to keyword-only retrieval models.

6.1 Setup
The IMDb dataset was constructed from text data

(http://www.imdb.com/interfaces#plain) and is formatted in
XML. Each document corresponds to a movie. The element types
are “title", “year", “releasedate", “language", “genre", “country",
“location", “colorinfo", “actor", “team" and “plot".

There are several processing steps that present the data in the
form that is best suited to achieve effective retrieval. For exam-
ple, we have opted to propagate the keywords that occur within
elements such as “actor" and “team" upwards to their correspond-
ing part. Having a coarser schema helps to improve the accuracy
of the derived mappings for each query term (see Section 5). An-
other reason for a coarser schema is that the terms that occur in a
specific context have also been propagated upwards to the root el-
ement. This propagation helps to model document-based retrieval
as opposed to element-based one.

To generate the relationships we parsed the plot elements us-
ing ASSERT version0.14b. The parser identifies verb predicate-
argument structures and labels the arguments with semantic roles
(see Figure 2). To represent the verb predicate-argument structures
in the schema, the verb, labelledtarget is represented as the “Rel-
shipName” (see Figure 3).

[17] provided the test-bed which included 50 queries (40 queries

for testing and 10 for parameter tuning). These queries were cre-
ated assuming a situation in which a user wants to find a movie
using partial information spanning over many elements. Relevant
documents were found manually. The dataset was not stemmed
except for the predicates generated by ASSERT. This was done to
improve recall. Stopwords were not removed.

The models required some parameters to be tuned in advance.
We determined the weighting parameter for the combined mod-
els. We set aside 10 training queries to find the best-performing
parameters and used these parameters for the test queries. To es-
timate the weighting parameters we performed an iterative search
with a step size of0.1 for the weighting parameter, resulting in11
possible values. Moreover, to ensure that this was a valid proba-
bility distribution, we placed a constraint that the weights add up
to one. Naturally, the aforementioned parameters are dependent
on the characteristics of the underlying dataset. Therefore, the in-
dicated values ofwX parameters vary, and, hence the mentioned
values provide only a guide to how they were set.

Thebaseline is based on the document-oriented TF-IDF. In this
model the structure of the data is not taken into consideration and a
bag-of-words representation is utilised to estimate the scores.

6.2 Results & Discussion
Table 1 gives a numerical representation and compares the re-

trieval quality of the knowledge-oriented retrieval models with the
term-only retrieval model (TF-IDF). The table also compares the
macro- and micro-based models. The values in parenthesis repre-
sent the relative (percentage) difference in performance from the
baseline results. We use MAP (Mean Average Precision) as the
performance metric. ThewX parameters, which must add up to
one are used to control the contribution of each RSV to the overall
ranking. To run the experiments all of the mappings were consid-
ered. The tuning processed showed that the best performing param-
eters for the macro-based models arewT = 0.4, wC = 0.1, wA =
0.4, wR = 0.1, while for the micro-based models the best perform-
ing parameters arewT = 0.5, wC = 0.2, wA = 0.3, wR = 0.
Table 1 also reports the extreme combinations, i.e.wT and one of
w{C,A,R} are set to0.5, while the other two parameters are set to0.

We see from Table 1 that, in most cases, the knowledge-oriented
retrieval models have much higher precision than the term-only
(bag-of-words) approach. Using the best performing parame-
ters from the tuning, the baseline is outperformed by both the
macro- and micro-based models. The difference in performances



is more evident in the micro-based combination, with a14.63%
improvement over the TF-IDF retrieval model. The macro-based
TF-IDF+AF-IDF retrieval model (i.e.wT = 0.5 andwA = 0.5)
provides a23.67% improvement over the bag-of-words approach,
showing the best overall performance. Similarly, the micro-based
TF-IDF+AF-IDF retrieval model outperforms the baseline with a
14.93% improvement.

The TF-IDF+CF-IDF retrieval model (wT = 0.5 andwC =
0.5) does not outperform the baseline in the case of macro-based
combination nor micro-based combination. The difference is
particularly stressed in the macro-based combination, where the
TF-IDF+CF-IDF retrieval model provides a−18.66% difference
on the baseline.

The relationship-based retrieval model (wT = 0.5 andwR =
0.5) has little impact on the overall RSV. This is because there are
very few documents with relationships in the dataset (from 430,000
documents there are only 68,000). Many of the documents do not
contain the plot element or the plot is too short for the parser to
generate meaningful relationships. These two factors degrade the
impact of the model on the overall RSV. With a larger dataset, we
may see the benefit of the relationship-based retrieval model.

Overall, the evaluation demonstrated the effectiveness of the pro-
posed framework to instantiate knowledge-oriented retrieval mod-
els and semantically expressive queries. Future work will incorpo-
rate other baselines that already consider the underlying structure
and semantics in the data. Additionally, future work will show how
other data formats and sources of knowledge can be incorporated in
the retrieval process, especially sources of knowledge that are rich
with relationships.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper contributed an approach through which retrieval mod-

els and queries traditionally designed for keyword-based retrieval
become instead based on terms, classifications, relationships and
attributes. The transformation is a direct result of leveraging a
schema that represents content and factual knowledge in one con-
gruent framework.

The schema-driven approach helps to quickly incorporate dif-
ferent data formats into a standard representation and instantiate
retrieval models that support constraint-checking and ranking with
respect to these data formats. Furthermore, keyword-based queries
are automatically mapped to their corresponding semantic predi-
cates which reflect the underlying schema (e.g. the keyword “brad”
is mapped to the class “actor”). Together, the knowledge-oriented
retrieval models and the semantically-expressive queries are shown
to be an effective approach for semantic-aware retrieval over het-
erogeneous data.

In conclusion, having a schema is a good first step because adopt-
ing a common model and base schema can make it possible for
search services to utilise additional data formats that are appropri-
ate for them. It is crucial that the discussion evolves from details of
encoding/notation to vocabulary design and schemas for effective,
semantically-aware keyword-based search.

Future work will investigate how other keyword-based retrieval
models can be instantiated from the schema. Furthermore, we will
investigate the extent to which the performance of the models de-
pends on the quality of the generated query mappings and the used
data formats. The examples and experiments presented in this pa-
per primarily focused on semantic data explicated using XML and
predicate-argument annotations. Future work will show how other
data formats and sources of knowledge can be incorporated in the
retrieval process.
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